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Bardoon Twins

The Bardoon Twins are NPCs controlled by GM Yuuki who appear in Sood Zadra.

Koloon and Sodoon Bardoon

Species & Gender Kuvexian Hybrid
Organization: Quallox Vaibal

Born: YE 43

Character Description

A pair recently cloned Kuvexian Hybrids whose appearance is in the late teen years by Human standards
or the Kuvexian equivalent. They're both relatively tall, thin, and long-limbed, and are nearly identical
except that Koloon is male and a bit taller and broader, and Sodoon female. His hair is a deep, shiny
black and hers a rich deep brown. They dress in a colorful, ostentatious, and visibly expensive style that
is a blend of Yamataian and Kuvexian fashions.
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History & Relationships

Soon Bardoon had been unable to find a mate to her satisfaction, and certainly never produced any
offspring with any of her potentials. Once the Kuvexian Hybrid had been perfected by Quallox Vaibal, she
had the idea of creating a family of loyal subordinates using her own genetic material, and that of a
composite of various Humans she found particularly attractive as a base, picking and choosing the best
traits. The cloned twins are her beloved children and most trusted servants. They are seldom found
alone.

Roleplay

[Open RP] Sood Zadra
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OOC Notes

These NPCs were created by Yuuki on 2021/11/13 08:49. Approval Thread

Art created by Wes with Artbreeder

Will

In the extended or permanent absence of Yuuki, Soon Bardoon and all associated stuff and things are
held in trust by LavaLung or designated successor, with SirSkully as a backup trustee if the first is absent
without designated successor.

Character Data
Character Name Koloon and Sodoon Bardoon
Character Owner Yuuki
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Current Location Sood Zadra
Plots Sood Zadra (Plot)
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